Recruiting Young Gentlemen
(of High School age)
Dads are always welcome

Assemble in the Mess
(Library)
Thursday afternoons
3.15 to 6.00pm

Step onto the fields of history and adventure through Board Games and Miniatures

All Members of the Regiment are Expected to:
Behave as an Officer and a Gentleman
Play Hard but Fair
Endeavour to Recruit New Members

By Order
John Hegarty – Colonel-in-Chief
Tom Bower – Padré

Any Questions?
Phone Tom Bower 0428 776 451

Rationalé
Gaming provides an opportunity for young men to engage in a social face-to-face activity that is both challenging and exciting. The benefits are many and address a whole raft of needs for young men in their formative years:
Negotiation skills, lateral thinking, planning, social interaction, applied mathematics, reading, new friendships, a sense of self-worth, a lessening of the generation gap, being able to cope with loss as well as winning.

If this all sounds too good to be true, drop in and observe a games session and watch what is actually happening.

What sort of games do we play?
There has been an explosion in new board games over the past ten years, mostly coming out of Europe. They cover a vast range of themes from socio-economic, historical, strategy to just crazy fun.
We also have several games using miniatures that are based on military history. Gaming a period of military history exposes people to the disasters and losses of war and gives a graphic illustration of how it is not a game but has real and terrible outcomes for both winner and loser. Real pacifists are born through knowledge, not just ideals.

PLAY
It Develops the Brain
Activates the Imagination
Energises the Soul

Our Lady’s Light Brigade
Game On!
A Small **Sample** of the Games We Play